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Chapter 1702
That stick was hit by Dong Lingxin.
As soon as Xu Zeyan, monk Hongmei and the old lady went out, he
pushed a wheelchair out.
The old woman who is in love with her will not want to be herself
anymore. No one will take care of her in the future. I don’t know how
long I will live. Will my house even be taken away?
How could Dong Lingxin accept such a change?
When he pushed the wheelchair out of the alley angrily, he saw a
wooden stick just by the wall.
He took a stick in one hand and continued to follow him while pushing
the electric wheelchair in the other.
Coincidentally, originally the wheelchair was very slow and it was
impossible to keep up with them, but when it was time to get in the car,
Xu Zeyan saw that Aunt Cheng’s mouth was dry, so he bought a few
bottles of water because he was afraid that the old man was thirsty.
Dong Lingxin used all his strength to lift the stick and hit Xu Zeyan on
the head.
This stick fell, and Xu Zeyan was neither dead nor injured.

Fortunately, Shang Hongmei, who was quick-witted and quick-witted,
blocked him with her own body.
Blocking Xu Zeyan’s colleague, Shang Hongmei tilted her head, and
the stick hit Shang Hongmei’s rib hard.
“Ah…” Shang Hongmei cried out in pain.
At the same time, Xu Zeyan heard Shang Hongmei’s broken ribs.
The old lady here also went to grab Old Man Dong’s stick: “I’ll fight
you for the old immortal thing!”
In the end, Aunt Cheng was ten years younger than old man Dong,
and her body recovered very well. She overturned the old man’s
wheelchair in one fell swoop.
The old man lay on the ground and wailed.
Many people behind him accused the old man: “Old Dong, you are
going too far!”
“Ten years of husband and wife, you and grandma have shared
property for ten years, why don’t you share it with others!”
“Since I don’t want to get a divorce, since I know that people treat you
well! Why are you treating people so harshly in these ten years!”
“You’re so good!”
“Deserved!”
Here Xu Zeyan has already picked up Shang Hongmei: “Auntie, hold
back, I’ll take you to the hospital right away!”
“Grandma! Get in the car, we’ll take Aunt Shang to the hospital!” Xu
Zeyan said anxiously.
“good!”
No one cared about Dong Lingxin on the ground. Grandma and Xu
Zeyan got into the car. Xu Zeyan quickly started the engine and the
car drove away in a hurry.

“return!”
“You damn old woman, come back to me!”
“Old woman, you have pity on me, how can I live without you… woo
woo woo.” The paralyzed old man in his sixties sat on the ground,
crying pitifully.
It is often said that money cannot buy an old friend.
In old age, having a companion is more important than anything else.
Why can’t you be nice to her when she’s following you?
Why are you guarding her again, poking at her again, and always
treating her as a fool?
why?
At this moment, Dong Lingxin was extremely remorseful.
What is waiting for him?
The house was forcibly confiscated?
Perhaps, he will have to compensate Shang Hongmei for a medical
fee?
Also, is he going to go to jail?
Ha ha!
Heaven has eyes!
Deserved!
No one cared how pitiful Dong Lingxin was. At this time, Xu Zeyan
only drove all the way to the nearest hospital in the city.
When they arrived at the hospital, they moved to the emergency
room.
Three hours later, Shang Hongmei was pushed out.

Chapter 1703
The doctor looked at Xu Zeyan with a solemn expression: “Look at
you, a man dressed in a good manner. Don’t you know why your wife
is malnourished?”
“If you are so thin, your bone density will be lost. Otherwise, you won’t
be hit with a stick, and your ribs will be broken!”
Xu Zeyan: “…”
“Give her more influence in the future!” No surgery was required for
her broken rib. The doctor just put the bones on her, and then fixed
them with bandages.
Xu Zeyan nodded and said, “Yes, you are right to the doctor. I will
definitely take good care of her in the future.”
When Shang Hongmei was pushed out of the emergency room, she
was sober.
Seeing Xu Zeyan standing right in front of her, Shang Hongmei smiled
weakly: “Mr. Xu, you’ll be fine.”
Xu Zeyan said with great guilt: “Auntie…”
The aunt shouted so embarrassingly.
He bite the bullet and shouted: “Auntie, you…why do you want to
protect me, I’m a big man, I’ll take a few hits, it’s fine, but your body…”
Shang Hongmei shook her head: “You are a good person, I was the
one who blamed you in the past, I apologize, if my second aunt wasn’t
here today, she wouldn’t be able to get out of this bad breath, and,
Master Zeyan, in the future… Be kind to my daughter, I…I only have
this one daughter in my life.”
“My biggest wish in my life is that my daughter can find a good man
who will love her all her life and love her.”
“Don’t…don’t be like me.”
Xu Zeyan: “…”

Really want to ask her, what happened between her and Tiantian, and
Tiantian’s father?
But now that I think about it, Shang Hongmei has just come down
from the operating room, so it is not suitable to ask.
He only said: “Auntie, you can rest assured to recover, I will take good
care of you for a while.”
“No… No need, my second aunt will just take care of me here, you
don’t have to come here, you… The company is very busy, if you
have time, spend more time with Tiantian, don’t use it Look at me,
don’t come even once.”
Xu Zeyan asked inexplicably, “Why!”
Shang Hongmei: “No reason, mainly I don’t need it, my second aunt
will take care of me.”
“You just take care of your company, and then take the time to
accompany Tiantian and treat Tiantian well, I…I’m very happy.”
Xu Zeyan instantly understood.
Shang Hongmei’s previous rejection of him was entirely for the sake
of her daughter.
Don’t let him come over to take care of himself now, let him get along
with Chu Tiantian, but also for the good of her daughter, Chu Tiantian.
Shang Hongmei really has all her heart on Tiantian.
Xu Zeyan really wanted to know, how could such a woman who cares
so much about her daughter be so stiff with her daughter and
ex-husband?
What makes a daughter hate her mother?
It was already afternoon after he settled Shang Hongmei, and he left
the hospital with all kinds of questions in his heart. After he had dealt
with the affairs at hand, he would make an appointment with Chu
Tiantian after get off work.

At least, he wants to talk to her about her mother.
On the way to drive, he remembered to look at his mobile phone, only
to realize that Tiantian had sent him five or six WeChat messages.
They all ask him what is he doing today?
Where?
Later, her tone was even a little cautious: Brother Zeyan, are you a
little tired of me?
Chu Dameier: Brother Zeyan, if you are tired of me, tell me, and I will
definitely not pester you.
Xu Zeyan couldn’t help but smile helplessly when he saw this WeChat
message: What a little girl.
What does it feel like to fall in love with a little girl?
Xu Zeyan suddenly found that his heart was no longer young.
He actually became less and less able to deal with little girls.
Thinking that seven years ago, when he and Chu Tianling were still
friends, in front of a group of tender little girls, although he was not as
easy as Chu Tianling, he was a little bit of coaxing girls.
But now, he has long lost that mood.
Eh, I suddenly feel powerless.
Just when Chu Tiantian sent him the tenth WeChat message, Xu
Zeyan came to Chu Tiantian with a bunch of blue enchantress in his
hand.
Chu Tiantian immediately jumped into Xu Zeyan’s arms in surprise.
Xu Zeyan’s tone was a little tired: “Sweet, you… should go see your
mother.”
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Chapter 1704
Chu Tiantian got up from Xu Zeyan’s arms suddenly, and she looked
at Xu Zeyan suspiciously: “Brother Zeyan, you… why did you
suddenly speak for that woman?”
Xu Zeyan smiled gently: “Sweet…she is your own mother after all.”
Chu Tiantian looked at Xu Zeyan in disbelief, and after a few seconds,
she suddenly smiled: “I know brother Zeyan, I will listen to you, if next
time she…my mother calls me again , I must have a good talk with
her.”
Xu Zeyan laughed instantly: “My girlfriend is the most sensible!”
Chu Tiantian looked at Xu Zeyan with a smile.
“Tell me what do you want to eat today? There is a new sashimi shop
in the bonded area. How about we go to eat sea cucumber? By the
way, I will buy you a few limited edition bags at the duty-free shop and
then buy some clothes you like? How about it?”
Xu Zeyan racked his brains thinking how to make girls happy.
He found that he really did not.
Perhaps, he and Shen Xianghe have been together for too long?

Suzi has never been a hypocritical person.
No matter how hard life is, even if he eats pig food, Suzi can survive.
Moreover, Suzi has always been a girl who doesn’t need to be coaxed.
In Xu Zeyan’s concept, he and Suzi and Wei Yi lived for six years, and
Suzi never had time to be coaxed.
Her life is always survival first.
But she is also always stubborn to fight with life.
Also, she never pleases anyone.
Whether it is male or female, Suzi is not flattering.
Therefore, after living with Suzi for a long time, Xu Zeyan not only
became gentle and down-to-earth, but he also became unflattering.
Whether it’s a man or a woman, he doesn’t like it.
Just like now, he really doesn’t know how to please his little girlfriend.
After thinking about it, he can only use his most disgusting method,
money.
He has money.
So, coax her with money?
Will Tiantian get angry, will he say he is greasy, will he say that the
rich second generation is vulgar?
Xu Zeyan was very uneasy.
However, he saw Tiantian looking at Xu Zeyan very happily: “Brother
Zeyan, you…you are so kind to me, brother Zeyan…”
She was so moved that she almost cried.
Xu Zeyan was stunned.
Could it be that she was so happy to buy her a few bags, treat her to a
meal, and give her something cruelly?

“Let’s go.” Xu Zeyan smiled reluctantly.
For this dinner, they ate a meal of all kinds of seafood in the bonded
area, and the meal cost Xu Zeyan tens of thousands.
Xu Zeyan is not very interested in fresh sashimi.
He has eaten from the mountains and the sea.
But Chu Tiantian was different, she was very excited.
She even muttered tentatively: “I’m so happy. If I can eat such a good
environment every day, I can eat all kinds of seafood sashimi with
such a clean and delicious taste. It’s really intoxicating.”
Xu Zeyan immediately received: “Okay, if you want to eat, we will
come to eat every day after get off work.”
“Really!” Chu Tiantian was obviously very happy.
Xu Zeyan nodded in a gentlemanly manner: “Of course.”
Chu Tiantian immediately ran to Xu Zeyan, hugged his arm, kissed
your coquettish coquettish, and whispered in his ear: “Husband…
When did you turn me into your real wife? .”
Xu Zeyan suddenly shuddered: “…”
He was really uncomfortable.
He hasn’t treated women irresponsibly for a long time.
Now he, deep in his heart, treats any girl with incomparable love and
protection.
He didn’t expect that the girl was very active.
Wasn’t she afraid that he would dump him halfway through and not
want her?

Chapter 1705

Xu Zeyan smiled vaguely: “Are you full? If you are full, I will take you
to buy a bag and then take you home. It’s getting late.”
“Yeah!” Chu Tiantian was also very obedient.
After coming out of the sashimi shop, they bought more than a dozen
bags of various styles in the duty-free shop.
All of them are bought by Xu Zeyan as long as Chu Tiantian likes
them.
In one night, Xu Zeyan spent nearly one million.
Chu Tiantian’s eyes were straight.
The joy in my heart, when driving her home all the way, she was like a
lark, mumbling non-stop.
But that’s fine too.
Originally Xu Zeyan was very tired today and was afraid of driving
fatigued.
Since then, he is not afraid anymore.
After sending Chu Tiantian home, he came out without stopping, but
just a few minutes after his car drove out, he found an alley and
stopped, and he sat quietly in the car.
In fact, he originally wanted to take a break and drive, because he
was afraid of fatigue.
Both, he is also considering how to reconcile the relationship between
Chu Tiantian and her mother.
However, what Xu Zeyan didn’t expect was that two or three minutes
later, he suddenly saw a figure not far away making a phone call.
Who is that figure not Chu Tiantian?
Chu Tiantian’s tone was extremely fierce, almost tyrannical: “I told you
Shang Hongmei! Listen to me, you shameless woman! Are you
looking for my brother Zeyan! This woman, you need to be

embarrassed! Do you need a face! How bad are you, you even think
about your daughter’s Nan friend!”
“Shang Hongmei, if you still know shame, you will die for me!”
“Knock to death, reconcile, hang yourself!”
“My God, why don’t you have eyes! Why don’t you let the trains, cars,
trucks and trucks blow your flesh and blood!”
“A woman like you, living in this world will only waste food!”
“Shang Hongmei, listen to me, if you dare to think about my boyfriend
again, my dad won’t let you go! You’d better die for me tonight!”
Xu Zeyan in the Hutong: “…”
At this moment, fortunately, he didn’t turn on the headlights.
Fortunately, the alley was so dark that Chu Tiantian couldn’t see her
at all.
He also looked at Chu Tiantian without saying a word.
After Chu Tiantian called and vented, she turned around and went
home.
After about ten minutes, Xu Zeyan quietly drove away from here when
he was sure that Chu Tiantian would not come out.
Mixed tastes in my heart.
He thought that Shang Hongmei had blocked it for him during the day.
It doesn’t matter if the stick hits the waist, the big deal is that the rib is
broken.
But if the stick hit him on Xu Zeyan’s head, he might become a
vegetable or die on the spot?
When Shang Hongmei saved his life, she didn’t think about it and
didn’t have any selfish intentions.

He also thought that when she took Chu Tiantian to eat sashimi
tonight, she could spend him millions overnight without blinking an
eye.
Xu Zeyan doesn’t care about money.
What is money?
He raised the speed one more gear and drove home quickly. He didn’t
sleep well that night.
I always dream about the scene where Shang Hongmei rescued him.
He also dreamed that seven years ago, Suzi desperately used his
arm to block Chu Tianling twice.
Suddenly, it was discovered that Shang Hongmei and Suzi had
something in common.
Early in the morning, Xu Zeyan hurriedly ate some breakfast and
drove to the hospital.
After a night, I don’t know how Shang Hongmei’s injury is, whether the
Cheng family grandma is taking care of her by herself or not, should I
hire a nurse.
After all, my grandmother is almost sixty years old, and she will be
tired even if she is guarding it day and night.
Just as Xu Zeyan was thinking about finding a nurse for Shang
Hongmei, and walking into the ward, he suddenly heard a familiar and
extremely sharp voice of resentment: “Shang Hongmei! Can you not
be so cheap? !”
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Chapter 1706
Xu Zeyan walked into the ward quickly, and saw that Chu Tiantian
was crying with tears all over her face.
Seeing Xu Zeyan walking in, she looked at Xu Zeyan sadly: “Brother
Zeyan, you were deceived by her rhetoric, right? You have never
deceived me, you are such an honest and steady person, but you did
not lie yesterday. Didn’t tell me you were with her, brother Zeyan,
why?”
Xu Zeyan: “Sweet, I won’t tell you, I didn’t find the right opportunity…”
“I didn’t find the right opportunity to say goodbye to me, right? Brother
Zeyan, I won’t bother you, let’s break up! Goodbye!” Yu Bi, Chu
Tiantian turned around and left.
“Sweet, sweet…” Shang Hongmei cried weakly from the hospital bed.
Seeing that Chu Tiantian didn’t look back, she rolled off the hospital
bed regardless: “Tiantian, sweet, listen to me, sweet…”
Xu Zeyan couldn’t care about chasing Chu Tiantian, so he turned
around to help Shang Hongmei.
Shang Hongmei pushed him: “Don’t… Leave me alone, go after
Tiantian, go after her, I’m afraid of her… I’m afraid that she will be sad,
that she will run in a hurry, there will be many cars on the road, Mr. Xu,
hurry up and chase…”
Shang Hongmei is right.
Xu Zeyan turned around and went after Chu Tiantian.

Chu Tiantian ran very fast. When Xu Zeyan chased after her, Chu
Tiantian had already run out of the door of the hospital and stopped a
taxi to get in. Xu Zeyan saw her get in the car, and he was relieved.
Then he turned and came back.
Because I don’t worry about Shang Hongmei.
Her ribs were just fixed.
Back in the ward, Shang Hongmei was still lying on the ground.
When the main room was handed over early, and Shang Hongmei
couldn’t reach the alarm bell at this moment.
Aunt Cheng, the second aunt who took care of her, happened to go
out to buy breakfast at the moment, and there was only Shang
Hongmei in the entire ward.
Her face was tinged with pain.
The sweat bead of steamed bread.
“Aunt Shang!” Xu Zeyan shouted fiercely, then strode to Shang
Hongmei, carried her to the bed, and called again to check her ribs.
The doctor scolded Xu Zeyan for a while: “Don’t you know that she
just fixed her ribs yesterday?”
“The rib is going to grow crooked, and it will affect the internal organs
in the future!”
“It could be fatal again!”
“How do you guys take care of the sick!”
“Bullshit!”
Xu Zeyan didn’t say anything.
When the doctor left, Shang Hongmei asked Xu Zeyan anxiously: “Mr.
Xu, you…you don’t go after Tiantian, what are you doing here?”

Xu Zeyan said: “Aunt Shang, I saw Tiantian get into the car with my
own eyes, but your side is different. You are still falling on the ground,
and your ribs have just been connected for a day.”
“I’m fine, I’m really fine, the doctor will always come.” Shang
Hongmei’s tone was still very anxious.
Slowly, she turned into a pleading: “Mr. Xu, after the contact in the
past few days, I can see that you are a good person. I was the one
who blamed you in the past.”
“You’ve really changed. You’re different from the dandy young master
who was well-known in Nancheng seven years ago. It’s really hard for
a man like you to win Master Zeyan.”
“I…my daughter is fine too. She’s really fine.”
“You don’t know, when she was two years old, once I had a fever, she
would shiver and bring me tea for me to drink. She is a very sensible
girl. She treated me like this because there was a misunderstanding
between us. .”
“Master Zeyan, don’t blame her.”
“You know, her academic performance is always the first.”
“Her own clothes haven’t been washed by adults since she was five or
six years old.”
“She will be the best partner in your life, and you should see that she
is not greedy for money, she is a rare good girl…”
Not greedy for money?
Xu Zeyan smiled helplessly in his heart.
As far as you say, the little girl who is not greedy for money, it cost me
several million just last night.

Chapter 1707
Are you sure he’s not greedy for money?

However, Xu Zeyan said nothing.
He only comforted Shang Hongmei: “Aunt Shang, I know Tiantian is a
good girl, I know.”
“So Mr. Zeyan, don’t give up Tiantian just because Tiantian is arguing
with me, yes… I’m sorry for her, I gave up on her since I was a child, I
didn’t want her since I was a child, she should hate me, I Did a lot of
wrong things.”
Xu Zeyan: “…”
It was hard for him to believe that Aunt Shang in front of him was the
same person who prevented him from falling in love with Tiantian at
the Fu Group a week ago.
A week ago, she tried everything she could to stop him from falling in
love with Tiantian.
Now, she even tried every means to match them.
What kind of mother is this?
“Master Zeyan, for the sake of saving your life, treat my daughter well
for the rest of your life, okay?” Shang Hongmei looked at Xu Zeyan
expectantly.
Xu Zeyan could not refuse at all.
He said lightly: “Okay, I will definitely be nice to Tiantian.”
“I’m fine here, go and coax my daughter, she is really suffering, she
has no mother’s love since she was a child, I owe her so much, you
really don’t have to look at me here, if I feel uncomfortable, I will call
the doctor and nurse. Besides, you are busy with work, you really
don’t need to take care of me here.” Shang Hongmei hurriedly drove
Xu Zeyan away.
My daughter’s words just pierced her heart like a needle.
Daughter said she seduced her boyfriend.
How could she give her daughter such a bad impression?

Shang Hongmei didn’t want Xu Zeyan to be here for a minute, she
wanted to drive him away immediately.
This is a good man.
The daughter can meet a good man in this life, and let her as a
mother die, it is worth it!
Being driven out by Shang Hongmei, Xu Zeyan had to leave. After
leaving the ward, he came to the doctor’s office and made careful
arrangements before leaving the hospital.
This morning, he hurriedly handled the company affairs and went
straight to the Fu Group.
When I came to Chu Tiantian’s department, I saw that Chu Tiantian’s
eyes were still red.
When Chu Tiantian saw Xu Zeyan’s arrival, her eyes turned red.
“Sweet, let’s talk.” Xu Zeyan said gently.
“Mr. Xu, I’m working now, and I want to be worthy of the salary given
to me by the Fu Group.” Chu Tiantian said neither humble nor
arrogant.
With all due respect, she bit her lip fiercely.
Her lips were bleeding from the bite.
She no longer looked up at Xu Zeyan, because she was afraid that
after seeing Xu Zeyan, she would break up with him and die.
Chu Tiantian like this makes Xu Zeyan feel distressed.
“Tiantian, today I will help you ask for leave, I want to talk to you.” Xu
Zeyan said again.
To be honest, he used to be good at coaxing girls.
When he was with Chu Tianling, he didn’t learn anything but coaxing
girls to learn.

But, he didn’t know when he would stop coaxing girls.
All he can give is an honest heart.
Chu Tiantian desperately broke free of his hand: “Mr. Xu, please let
me go, I don’t want to entangle with you, this is the Fu Group, if we
continue to entangle like this, I will lose this job, you know I found this
Is it difficult to get a job?”
“Five hundred fresh graduates, only three in total.”
“I’m one hundred percent, and I cherish this job!”
Seeing that Chu Tiantian was so determined, Xu Zeyan had to let out
a heavy sigh, and then he asked calmly, “What if I said, I want to get a
marriage certificate with you?”
Chu Tiantian: “You… what did you say?”
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Chapter 1708
Xu Zeyan: “Take you to get the marriage certificate.”
Chu Tiantian looked at Xu Zeyan in shock: “Ze…Brother Zeyan,
you…you are telling the truth.”
“I haven’t joked with people for a long time.” Xu Zeyan said.

Chu Tiantian’s tears suddenly flowed out: “Brother Zeyan, yes… I’m
sorry, I… I wrongly blamed you in the morning.”
“But, how did you get in touch with that woman?”
“That woman…”
Seeing Xu Zeyan’s serious face, the smart Chu Tiantian said nothing.
She bit her lip: “Have you thought about it, you want to take me to get
a marriage certificate?”
Xu Zeyan smiled lightly: “Of course, I figured it out.”
Before today, he never thought of getting married so soon.
After all, getting married is a lifetime thing, and he doesn’t want to
marry a second time.
He originally wanted to know more about Chu Tiantian and get used
to each other more.
However, after seeing what Shang Hongmei said this morning, Xu
Zeyan suddenly made up his mind to marry Chu Tiantian.
Deep in his heart, a voice told him that only by marrying Chu Tiantian
can he be worthy of Shang Hongmei saving his life.
Anyway, apart from the conflict with her mother, Chu Tiantian is an
excellent and good girl.
Marrying a girl ten years younger than himself, he will not suffer.
After such a good relationship, he said firmly again: “Let’s go, I’ll take
you to get the marriage certificate now!”
But Chu Tiantian burst into laughter: “Hey! Brother Zeyan, you look
straight at first sight.”
Xu Zeyan: “…”

“To get the marriage certificate, you need to have the household
registration book. My household registration is with my father. I have
to get the household registration book first.”
After a pause, she looked up at the time: “It’s already eleven o’clock in
the morning. It takes me more than an hour to go home. I’m going out
and going to the Civil Affairs Bureau. It’s already afternoon. It’s not
good to get a marriage certificate in the afternoon. Besides, I might as
well tell my dad, and getting a marriage certificate requires a
ceremony, at least you have to prepare a generous gift for my dad
and your father-in-law.”
Xu Zeyan: “…”
He has never received a marriage certificate in his life.
I really don’t know that there is such a thing.
Besides, it seems that when Suzi and Fourth Brother Fu received the
marriage certificate, they were very fast.
When you arrive at the Civil Affairs Bureau, you will receive it, and it
will take an hour.
But turning around and thinking about it, Fourth Brother Fu is Fourth
Brother Fu.
How many Fourth Brother Fu are there in the entire Nancheng?
Thinking of this, he said cheerfully: “Okay! Then I’ll drive to your
house to pick you up tomorrow, and we’ll go get the marriage
certificate together. I’ll give your father a generous gift at that time.”
“Well, good Zeyan.”
At this moment, Chu Tiantian is no longer sad, she becomes happy:
“Brother Zeyan, please don’t disturb me, okay, I will do my work for
the next two days today, and we will do it tomorrow. You can get a
marriage certificate to celebrate.”
“good!”

“I got the marriage certificate tomorrow, remember to take me
shopping!”
Xu Zeyan: “Good!”
My heart skipped a beat.
Shopping again?
He is not short of money.
But, for some reason, he was a little disgusted.
Then, he scolded himself in his heart: “Xu Zeyan, are you too stingy,
the boss of such a big company is afraid that your girlfriend will not be
able to shop, all your future efforts will not be for your girlfriend, future
wife and children. Have a good life?”
“Don’t say she spends a million, she just spends 10 million, and you
can’t blink.”
“Did you hear me!”
While admonishing herself like this in her heart, she walked to Arron’s
office.
For a while now, he has been patronizing and falling in love with
Tiantian, but he has not even bothered to say a word to Arron.
Now that he is about to get a marriage certificate with Tiantian, he
always has to say a word to his matchmaker.
Pushing the door open, Xu Zeyan shouted, “Big matchmaker! What
are you busy with!”
As soon as he said it, he saw Arron standing in front of the
floor-to-ceiling window smoking a cigarette.

Chapter 1709
“Fourth brother, what’s wrong?” Xu Zeyan asked.
Arron replied, “Zeyan, are you here?”

“Fourth brother, in such a big office, the smell of smoke is so strong,
how much cigarettes have you smoked, Suzi has been following me
all the time, if I see you smoking a lot in the office, I must stop you,
You can’t smoke so hard, it’s not good for your lungs!” Xu Zeyan took
a step forward and snatched the cigarette from Arron’s hand.
Arron sighed.
Then he asked, “How close is your relationship with Suzi?”
Xu Zeyan was stunned for a moment.
However, he suddenly stood up, his eyes were cold, and he glared at
Arron, not afraid of death: “Fu’s surname! Don’t think you are the king
of Nancheng, you kill decisively, if you kill without blinking, I will be
afraid of you!”
“I’ve survived all my fucking life, I’m afraid of you!”
“Suzi and I are innocent! Very innocent!”
“If you dare to blame Suzi for having lived with her and Wei Yi for six
years! I’ll go in with you with a white knife and a red knife!”
After being scolded by Xu Zeyan for a while, Arron was not touched at
all.
He is not angry, not angry.
He just explained lightly: “I ask you, what kind of relationship is your
brother-sister relationship with Suzi? Will they give their lives for each
other?”
Xu Zeyan: “What?”
“How close is your relationship with Suzi?”
Only then did Xu Zeyan understand, he seemed to have
misunderstood Arron.
“Fourth brother, why are you asking this?”

He said, without waiting for Arron to answer, “Hey, you don’t have
siblings, so you don’t understand this kind of relationship, so let me
tell you this, Suzi is my sister, the one whose blood is thicker than
water. See, look at me and be afraid of you? If you dare to bully Suzi, I
will fight you hard.”
“If a gun was pointed at me and her, I would choose to die and give
her the chance to live.”
“It’s this kind of brother-sister relationship where blood is thicker than
water.”
Arron sighed: “I think it should be like this, but why…”
He didn’t say anything.
He had no family since he was a child.
I don’t know what it’s like to have a brotherhood where blood is thicker
than water.
He had three or four older brothers since he was a child, but all of
them wanted him to die.
Therefore, he has never felt the brotherhood of blood thicker than
water.
Later, he learned that Pan Haoyang was his twin brother, and he
wanted to be nice to him.
It even thought about giving half of the Fu Group’s property to Pan
Haoyang.
However, the other party did not think so.
Recently, some of Arron’s businesses and projects at the border have
been repeatedly damaged.
Especially in the past few days, the border has even blatantly said
that Pan Haoyang is going to challenge him, Arron!
Pan Haoyang even said, “In this world, only one Pan Haoyang and
Arron can live! Either! Both of them die!”

That kid!
In his bones, he was as ruthless as his Arron.
But Arron hesitated.
Are you trying to be so ruthless that you won’t let go of your own
identical brother?
still is……
He didn’t dare to think, if he didn’t do it, what would happen to the
same ruthless brother at the other end as him?
I don’t know when it started, Arron became less and less ruthless.
What is reflected in him is more of a fatherly side.
Especially now that Suzi was six months pregnant, he didn’t want to
kill too much.
“Fourth brother, what happened?” After seeing Arron’s words halfway
through, he pondered again, and Xu Zeyan shouted again.
As soon as he finished speaking, Arron’s desk phone rang, but Arron
didn’t hear it.
Xu Zeyan stepped forward and picked up the microphone: “Who are
you?”
“Tell Arron to answer the phone!” There was a cold male voice on the
other end of the phone.
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Chapter 1710
Xu Zeyan was startled.
The voice on the phone, the tone, the arrogant attitude, the whole
Nancheng and the capital couldn’t find anyone who dared to talk to
Arron like this.
Xu Zeyan immediately understood who the other party was.
He shouted patiently: “fourth brother, I…you and fourth brother Fu are
twins. Is it right for me to call you fourth brother?”
“What are you doing! Go away! Let Arron answer the phone!” There
was still a cold and arrogant tone on the other end.
Xu Zeyan: “…”
He looked back at Arron.
Then he covered the receiver and shouted: “Fourth brother…”
Arron said lightly, “Hang up.”
Xu Zeyan: “…”
After a pause, he hung up the phone.
Seeing that Arron didn’t say a word, Xu Zeyan didn’t say a word
either.
During this time, he has been in contact with Arron a lot, and he still
knows Arron to some extent.
Although Arron has become less ruthless and murderous now, he is
still calm and is behind Chengfu.

The reason why he didn’t answer the call showed that he had already
made a decision in his heart.
Moreover, if Xu Zeyan guessed correctly, Arron’s decision should not
want to show mercy.
After all, the harassment of this younger brother to him has already
made him intolerable.
Xu Zeyan now understands why Arron smokes so much in the office,
and asks him some questions about family relationships.
That was his inner struggle.
That is a pain.
The pain of letting go.
“Fourth brother, are you… Are you okay?” Xu Zeyan asked with
concern.
Arron came back to his senses, he didn’t answer Xu Zeyan’s words,
he just asked: “Zeyan, what’s the matter with you?”
There was a faint sadness in his tone, which Xu Zeyan could hear.
Originally wanted to tell Arron that he was getting married, but at this
moment he didn’t know what to say.
It was Arron who said, “You’re not too young, how’s your relationship
with Chu Tiantian?”
“When are you going to get married? If you get married, I will give you
a villa in Austria as your honeymoon residence. After thinking about it,
I will put it in your name.”
Xu Zeyan: “Fourth brother, you…you’ve done enough for me. If it
weren’t for you and I, who were disabled all my life and could only sit
in a wheelchair, how could we talk about marriage? I can’t have any
more. your stuff.”
“I just came in just to tell you that I’m taking Tiantian to get a marriage
certificate tomorrow.”

Arron was shocked: “So fast? I didn’t hear you before.”
“Hi, you’ve been busy these days.”
“Yes.” Arron softened his tone.
Glancing at Xu Zeyan up and down, he said again, “When it comes to
your legs, I have to remind you that you haven’t had a medical
examination for several months, right? You are about to get married,
so go for a medical examination.”
“I know fourth brother.”
“Fourth brother, are you okay?” Xu Zeyan was a little worried about
Arron.
Arron shook his head: “Don’t tell Suzi and the only one, especially the
one, she… likes her uncle very much.”
“I understand fourth brother.” Xu Zeyan said.
“Fourth brother, I won’t disturb you, I’ll go first.”
“good.”
After coming out of Arron’s office, Xu Zeyan went to Arron’s house
again, and Suzi basked in the sun at home alone.
Seeing Xu Zeyan coming over, Suzi immediately said apologetically,
“Brother, I have heard the only one saying that she has to match you
with the monk, isn’t this Hu Ao, don’t take it to heart.”
“What did you tell me to do!”

Chapter 1711
“Besides, the only one is very sensible. I made it clear to her, and she
understands it very well.” Xu Zeyan said.
“Brother, it’s still work, what’s on your mind when you came here
suddenly?” Suzi knew Xu Zeyan best.

“I’m going to pick up the marriage certificate with Tiantian tomorrow.”
Xu Zeyan said.
Suzi: “…”
After a pause, she asked, “What else can’t you let go of?”
Xu Zeyan said truthfully: “Xiangxiang, do you think I’m too stingy?
Maybe we used to live a hard life before? So I don’t see girls trying to
spend my money?”
Suzi immediately asked, “Tiantian spends a lot of money?”
Xu Zeyan: “It didn’t exceed your brother’s income range, just spent a
few million yesterday, and she will have it tomorrow…”
Suzi: “…”
Her brows furrowed involuntarily.
After a pause, she said, “Actually, it’s nothing. Now, which girl doesn’t
like shopping? If I have the conditions, I like it too. It’s nothing.”
“Ok.”
Xu Zeyan sighed: “I…I can’t say why, in fact, I like Tiantian quite a bit,
she’s a good girl, and there’s nothing wrong with her, but when it
comes to marriage, I think we’ve only known each other for two or
three months. , a little shallow.”
“Then don’t get married first, I also think two months is a bit short.”
Suzi said.
“But…” Xu Zeyan: “Her mother is so pitiful, for her daughter, her
mother would like to kneel down with me, and let me be good to her
daughter for the rest of my life. If I must let her daughter Happily,
I…can’t refuse a mother’s plea.”
In front of his sister, Xu Zeyan finally expressed his true thoughts.
Suzi: “…”

In the past two days, about Xu Zeyan’s and Shang Hongmei’s affairs,
Suzi said on the phone that Xu Zeyan spoke very much. She also
planned to visit Shang Hongmei in the hospital today and tomorrow.
After all, she was her brother’s savior.
But Suzi didn’t expect that Xu Zeyan’s decision to marry Chu Tiantian
was because of Shang Hongmei’s plea.
“Hey, let’s not talk about it, I really like Tiantian anyway.” Xu Zeyan
smiled.
“I’m here today to tell you, your brother, I’ll go to Tiantian’s house
tomorrow morning, take her to a routine medical examination, and
then go get a marriage certificate in the afternoon.”
“Congratulations, brother.” Suzi smiled sincerely.
If my brother can have a home, Suzi’s big thoughts are relieved.
“Remember to give me a big red envelope!”
“necessary!”
After chatting with his sister for a while, Xu Zeyan felt a lot more at
ease. When he returned home, he took out a piece of imperial green
jade Guanyin that had been treasured at home for a long time.
This jade pendant is invaluable.
Roughly estimated that several million should be available, it should
be no problem to take one for Chu Tiantian’s father, right?
When he went to Chu’s house early the next morning and took out the
Emperor Green and gave it to Chu Hongfa, Chu Hongfa was stunned
for a moment, and then forced a smile.
Xu Zeyan was stunned.
Could it be that he is too little?
Emperor Green, such a large piece of Guanyin, is hard to find in the
world today.

But Chu Hongfa didn’t say anything, and Xu Zeyan didn’t ask his
future father-in-law if he liked the gift he gave.
Because he was going for a medical examination, he and Chu
Tiantian didn’t eat, so they hurried to the hospital.
The content of the physical examination is very simple, that is, the
routine physical examination before marriage, which is very fast.
In just over an hour, the results came out.
Xu Zeyan asked lightly, “Doctor, my girlfriend and I are both fit for
marriage, right?”
This is just a polite question.
It definitely fits!
He does not have any deadly infectious diseases, and Tiantian has no
physical examinations every year in the company.
But never thought, the doctor said: “You are not fertile, I don’t know if
this counts.”
“What?” Xu Zeyan was stunned for a moment.

